
Take Your Third Move First
Traditional approaches to strategic plan-

ning work fine-if you make decisions in

simple strategic contexts that have only

a few possible outcomes. But for military

planners, and for most global companies,

simple contexts are the exception.They're

faced with what systems theorists call

"complex competitions":The number of

plausible, distinct outcomes is not just

uncertain, it's so large it would be a fool's

errand to try to quantify the odds of all

possibilities. How can you reliably plan in

such an environment, when the outcome,

by definition, is unknowable?

We've developed a nontraditional form

of scenario planning -the coevolutionary

wargame-that's designed for navigating

complex strategy landscapes. In these

games, now played at the highest levels

in the U.S. Department of Defense, as

many as four teams, each with up to 20

executives and senior managers, engage

in a highly competitive series of strategy

moves and countermoves. A game typi-

cally lasts as long as three days, during

which up to five moves and responses

propel the teams on a simulated multi-

year trajectory that no single team di-
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rectly controls. Strategic horizons of

more than 20 years are not uncommon.

These games don't directly produce strat-

egy, but all players get a deeper under-

standing of the competitive dynamics

that drive strategy development and can

use this insight to create more robust

strategies.

In one game, for example, a DOD team

invested heavily in high-cost, long-term

R&D of remote sensor technology. When

the adversary learned of the plan, it coun-

tered with a clandestine investment in

low-cost concealment and deception, a



move that proved successful when the

first sensor product was fielded a few

"years" later. The first team interpreted

its product's underperformance as a tech-

nical issue and increased R&D investment,

a futile strategy that went uncorrected

for one more move. Just as in real life-

where strategic feedback occurs over

longtime horizons-staggering moves

allows these bullwhip effects to fully de-

velop and influence strategic plans.

The term "coevolution" is not just a

metaphor. Coevolutionary gaming mim-

ics the dynamics fundamental to eco-

logical competition in order to explore

the effects of conflict and cooperation

between teams. Teams start in the pres-

ent day with existing assets and near-

term plans, and perhaps some quantity

of a scarce resource, just as species in

an ecosystem exist in a current evolu-

tionary state and compete for their niches

under some kind of selective pressure.

One team imposes a shock to the sys-

tem-such as introducing new technol-

ogy in a war game-to increase the se-

lective pressure. In successive moves,

the teams fight for their futures through

strategy adaptation and selection, just as

generations of organisms coevolve in

ecological competition.

Consider what a coevolutionary war

game might look like in the case of a

major bank that wants to expand its mar-

ket. In conventional scenario planning,

strategy development might proceed this

way: The bank conducts an analysis to

see what products and services will

best serve the new market. Competitive

analysis shows the likely reactions of

the major incumbents in the market.

A senior management team then devel-

ops a strategic plan to overcome these

reactions. The problem with this ap-

proach, of course, is that the bank proba-

bly won't see an incumbent's actual

adaptive response until the throes of real

competition. By that time, if the re-

sponse was unanticipated, strategic ini-

tiative is lost.

In coevolutionary gaming, strategy

exploration unfolds very differently. The

bank's market analyses suggest the best

products and services, as well as the

probable incumbent responses. But then

senior management is split into, say, two

teams: one to guide the bank through a

simulated market entry and the other,

representing the incumbent competition,

to formulate responses-such as an unex-

pectedly innovative competing line of

products and services or a surprise coun-

teroffensive into the attacker's own mar-

kets. After two or three moves, an interim

end state results in which senior manage-

ment reassesses its initial strategy. In this

way, management learns strategic dy-

namics from both sides: from the firm's

perspective and through the eyes of a de-

termined competitor. Indeed, one of the

most useful outcomes of game play oc-

curs when strategic planners, acting in

the role of adversary, come to recognize

and attack flaws in their own company's

strategy-in effect using the method to

unmake, rather than to make, strategy.

The most compelling results from the

DOD's coevolutionary gaming, we've

found, occur when players navigate
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through initial failure to success. Many

teams have a strategy crisis after being

shocked by a clever competitor's re-

sponse to their first moves. Such crises

compel the teams to think more deeply

about the dynamics of the competition

so they can make more robust moves in

the future.

Often, teams discover fundamental

strategies that will work in most of the

likely trajectories-but usually not until

the third or fourth set of moves. Know-

ing what they now know, they can write

a more effective strategic plan, one that

starts three or four steps ahead of the

competition. They can take their third

move first. Coevolutionary gaming allows

this awakening to unfold during the

course of the game, not when real re-

sources, brands, or equity are on the line.
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High-Tech Ways to Keep Cupboards Full
by Peter J. McGoldrick and Peter M. Barton

What good is keeping your brand stocked

on retailers' shelves if the shelves that

really count - the ones in customers' re-

frigerators, pantries, and medicine cabi-

nets -are bare?The supply chain only

ends at the retailer if your product is con-

sumed at the point where it is pur-

chased. Once most products leave the

store, though, they enter a disjointed sup-

ply chain, managed (or, far more often,

mismanaged) by the consumer, whose

out-of-stock levels at home are frighten-

ingly high.

Our research shows that on average at

any given time, consumers have com-

pletely run out of nearly 10% of the prod-

ucts they normally purchase. The situation

is far worse at the end of the replenish-

ment cycle (just before the weekly gro-

cery run, for instance). We estimate that

fast-moving consumer-goods manufactur-

ers in the UK alone are losing $9 billion a

year, owing to the poor job consumers are

doing in keeping their cupboards filled.

The problem is particularly acute for

marketers who rely, at least partly, on



impulse consumption rather than routine

or planned consumption. We found

household stock control to be relatively

good for basics such as milk and tooth-

paste-less than 2% of consumers run

out of these unexpectedly. By contrast,

20% of households that normally stock

beer are out of it, 18% are unintentionally

out of carbonated drinks, and 14% have

run out of snack foods they normally buy.

What's more, scarcity theory suggests

that consumption is curbed when supply

is low, so the impulse to drink the last

Coke or beer is more likely to be sup-

pressed. Even worse, when they run out,

consumers seek alternatives, breaking

the loyalty patterns that retailers and

manufacturers have so carefully and ex-

pensively nurtured.

How do you keep those household

fridges and pantries full? First, make in-

home availability a primary strategic ob-

jective-one that influences marketing,

pricing, product packaging, and distribu-

tion strategies. Second, work with part-

ners who play a key role. Retailers influ-

ence many of the mechanisms needed

to facilitate belter stock control by con-

sumers, and they share your interests.

Germany's largest retailer, Metro, for

example, provides personal shopping as-

sistants (PSAs) in its "Future Store" in

Ideally, businesses improve lives by creating things people want. At the very least,
companies produce wealth (which, at the individual level, is an imperfect but pass-
able proxy for happiness). So businesses should be interested in this map, devel-
oped by Adrian G. White, a social psychologist at the University of Leicester, which

shows the global distribution of happiness. White combined data from more than
100 studies involving 80,000 people worldwide to gauge countries"'subjective
well-being"-which, he found, correlates most strongly with health, wealth, and ac-

cess to basic education, in that order. White's map suggests regions that need more

of what companies do best (for further details, see http://www.le.ac.uli/pc/aw57/
world/sample.html).

Rheinberg.These resemble small laptops

that clip to the trolley, greeting custom-

ers by name after their loyalty cards are

swiped in. The PSAs permit self-scanning,

offer personalized shopping lists, and

draw attention to promotional displays

that complement shoppers' transaction

profiles.

Third, exploit the opportunities that In-

ternet retailing already offers. Convention-

ally, shoppers decide how much to buy of

each item at the store, far from the point

of storage and consumption, using in-

complete lists or none at all. The world's

largest Internet grocer, Tesco.com, offers

customers shopping lists and promotions

based on their most recent orders and

their longer-term buying patterns,

Fourth, look ahead: As RFID tags get

cheaper, technology providers will soon

offer options for capturing product data at

home. Electrolux has taken a leading role

in the development of intelligent house-

hold appliances. One of its concept refrig-

erators already includes a scanner that

lets consumers keep track of products

as they use them. Another contains re-

motely accessible webcams, allowing

consumers to check in-home stocks from

the store.

The home of the future could well fea-

ture intelligent trash cans that may auto-

matically reorder or prompt consumers

to restock items carrying RFID tags; this

technology is already used for recycling

control. In the nearer term, simple bar

code scanners, such as IntelliScanner's

Kitchen Companion, enable consumers

to keep track of items they may want to

repurchase.

So, where is the end of the supply

chain? Much closer to home than you

might have thought. Extending the con-

cept of the supply chain offers rewards

not only for brand marketers, distributors,

data providers, and technology compa-

nies, but also, of course, for customers.
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BRAND EQUITY

Hidden Wealth in
B2B Brands
by James R. Gregory and
Donald E. Sexton

Consumer marketers obsess about brand

equity, as well they should. B2B compa-

nies would be wise to follow suit. Our

quantitative, 16-year study of more than

450 firms shows that billions of dollars

"̂ are locked up in B2B brands, yet manag-

ers consistently skimp on brand building.

That's an expensive mistake.

Every corporation reaps the value of

brand equity in two ways: as revenue,

when it drives customer purchases, and

directly, as a rise in market capitalization.

Using a tool we've developed that gauges

the relationship between brand percep-

tion and performance measures like reve-

nue, profits, and cash flow, we have

ranked the brand equity of all of our study

companies and have statistically linked it

with their financial data. The result is a

measure of a corporate brand's impact

on stock performance-what we call

"brand equity as a percentage of market

capitalization," which we refer to simply

as "brand equity." We've found that

for B2B companies, the corporate brand

is responsible for, on average, 7% of

stock performance for the 47 industries

we track.

That figure may seem small, but bear

two things in mind: First, it's an average;

the range spans from a low of 0.5% for

new or unmanaged brands, such as elec-

tricity distributor PPL, to a high of nearly

20% for the best-managed B2B brands,

like FedEx. The current dollar value for

B2B companies' brand equity ranges

from a few million to tens of billions. This

implies that with more strategic brand

management, total brand equity for B2B

companies could be worth billions of dol-

lars more.

B2B companies shouldn't try to be-

come consumer brands, of course, but

they should seek to attain the maximum

value possible within their industry. The

average brand equity for B2B medical sup-

pliers, for example, is 5.99%. However,

the best-managed brands in that field are

worth nearly 20%. If you are a medical

supplier and your brand equity is 6%, then

you know your brand management is only

average, and you can reasonably set your

sights on a goal of 20%. If you're in the

paper and forest products industry, on

the other hand, 20% is probably unattain-

able. The best performers in your industry

achieve brand equity levels just under 7%,

so that would be an ideal target.

B2B brand equity, when used as a

dashboard measure, should be updated

quarterly It provides both a market cap

percentage and a dollar-value metric that

everyone in the company, especially the

CEO and CFO, will understand. Most

important, it can eliminate any doubts

among B2B managers that brand equity

matters.
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INNOVATION

Meet the Innovation
Capitalist
by Satish Nambisan and
Mohanbir Sawhney

Everyone talks these days about the ex-

ternal sourcing of innovation. Yet few are

aware of the full array of practices that

concept covers, which range from licens-

ing raw ideas or technology to acquiring

companies with market-ready products.

In assembling a balanced portfolio of

open-innovation strategies, businesses

are seeking help from a variety of "inno-

mediaries." Product scouts, electronic

R&D marketplaces, and patent brokers

are helping them identify early-stage

ideas with potential, while venture capi-

talists are adept at introducing firms to

start-ups that have products ready for

commercialization.

But the area in the middle of the spec-

trum-acquiring a fully developed tech-

nology or concept not yet ready for mar-

ket-has largely been ignored. This gap

has forced companies to make critical

trade-offs in their innovation outsourcing.

Those that buy innovation already pack-

aged pay a premium and sacrifice access

to a variety of technologies in exchange

for reduced risk and a shorter time to

market. Those that seek help in identify-

ing potentially useful but still far from

market-ready ideas or technology reduce

their costs but raise their risks. Fortu-

nately, a new entity, which we call the

"innovation capitalist," is emerging to fill

this critical gap in the innovation-out-

sourcing spectrum.

Innovation capitalists are firms, often

with a particular industry expertise, that

seek out and evaluate ideas and technolo-

gies from the inventor community and

other external sources. They develop and

refine those ideas to the point where

their market potential is validated, and

they then pitch them to large client firms.

An innovation capitalist reduces a client

company's acquisition costs and early-

stage risks. In return, it shares in the pro-

ceeds from the innovation.

These firms do more than "just broker

the idea," says Debra Park, the director of

technology acquisition at Dial, maker of

Dial soap, Purex laundry detergent, and

other consumer products. "By investing

in concept development and market vali-

dation, they may not always improve the

invention, but they reduce our risks and

offer a concept that's more business

ready."

Consider one product concept-a re-

frigerator organizer called Selectables-

that is being developed by the innovation

capitalist Evergreen IR An individual in-

ventor carne up with the idea, and Ever-

green IP first evaluated and then validated

its market potential through consumer

research. It further refined the concept,

suggesting, for example, that Selectables

be positioned to emphasize benefits re-

lated solely to meal preparation rather

than to controlling portion size or making

children's snacks more convenient. Ever-

green IP built prototypes and confirmed

that the product could be manufactured

economically. It developed a more robust

patent strategy. With a market-focused,

economically feasible, and patentable

concept in hand, the company conducted

a brand assessment to identify potential

client firms and began negotiations with

a handful of them. Despite the value that

Evergreen IP had added, the idea's ulti-

mate purchaser ended up paying sub-

stantially less for the innovation than it

would have had it acquired a fully baked

start-up firm.

Large companies seeking to work with

innovation capitalists should forget the

short-term transactions they usually make

with innomediaries and instead try to es-

tablish long-term strategic partnerships

with them-partnerships designed to im-

prove the fuzzy front end of their own

innovation processes. In this way, com-

panies can become the portals of choice

for innovation capitalists' ideas. As Tom

Gripe, the associate director of open inno-

vation and external business develop-

ment at Procter & Gamble, says, "We

want innovation capitalists to consider

P&G as the preferred destination when

they come across interesting ideas in the

inventor community,"

We foresee that innovation capitalists

will play a crucial role in the next decade,

much as venture capitalists did during the

technology boom of the 1990s. They will

add value not through capital invest-

ments, as venture capitalists do, but

through a unique combination of market

expertise, networking skills, and early-

stage innovation management acumen,

This combination-and the unique value

proposition derived from it-makes inno-

vation capitalists key players in meeting

the challenge of sustained innovation.
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MARKETING

Getting Attention for
Unrecognized Brands
by Daniel G. Goldstein

I've recently come to see consumers'

preference for recognized brands as

akin to what animal behaviorists call

continued on page 28
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